Slides 2019
You can find slides from the workshops in this course.

Kick-off 2/9/2019

Slides from course kick-off:

- startup-presentation-tdt71.pdf

Workshop 1: "Games, History and Players" - 16/9/2019

- Kahoot from Workshop 1

Slides from the workshop:
Workshop 2: "Engagement and Motivation" - 23/9/2019

Slides from the workshop:

- 2019-09-16-workshop-1.pdf
- A-Brief-History...Games-Part1.pdf
- A Brief History ...Games Part 2.pdf
- 2019-09-16-presentation.pdf
- Player Types Part 1.pdf
Workshop 3: "Game Development" -30/09/2019

Slides from the workshop:

- workshop-2.pdf
- What Makes Thin...un to Learn.pdf
- Gameflow- presentation.pdf
- Presentasjon_kas and audio.pdf
- Evaluation of t...ame Exermon.pdf
Workshop 4: "Educational Game Design" - 7/10/2019

Slides from the workshop:

LEAGUE.pdf

TDT71 Scripting.... Emergence.pdf

Reqs_Engineering...ive_Process.pdf

LEAGUE card too...t workshop .pdf